We combine the global radius of curvature characterisation of knot thickness, the biarc discretisation of space curves, and simulated annealing code to compute approximations to the ideal shapes of the trefoil and figure-eight knots. The computations contain no discretisation error, and give rigorous lower bounds on thickness of the true ideal shapes. The introduction of a precise definition of a contact set for an approximately ideal shape allows us to resolve previously unobserved features. For example, in our approximations of both the ideal trefoil and figure-eight knots, local curvature is within a rather small tolerance of being active, i.e. achieving thickness, at several points along the knot.
Introduction
An ideal shapeK of a knot is the particular geometrical configuration of the prescribed knot type that maximises the minimal distance from selfintersection in a non-dimensional, scale invariant way involving the rope length (λ/∆)[K]:
Definition 1: An ideal shape 3, 15, 35 of the knot isotopy class [K * ] is a knot shapeK that minimises the functional length/thickness within the isotopy class, i.e. an ideal knot shape is a solution of
→ min subject to K ∈ C(S 1 , R 3 ), K K * .
Here λ(K) is the arc length of the knot shape K, while ∆[K] is the thickness or distance from self-intersection, whose definition is discussed below. It is now known 5, 11, 13 that ideal knot shapes exist in the space of C 1,1 -curves for each knot isotopy class, so that curvature exists almost everywhere. But a sharper classification of regularity of ideal shapes is not well understood. For example there is no known example for either knots or links that excludes the possibility that ideal shapes could be C ∞ -curves except at a finite number of points. At least one ideal shape, namely the circle which is the ideal shape for the unknot, is C ∞ , while for links it is known that there are various ideal shapes assembled from straight line segments and arcs of circles which fail to be C 2 at a finite number of points.
5
It has been shown 17 that the thickness ∆ of a curve q ∈ C 2 (with parametrisation q(s) for s ∈ I) is governed by two numbers: the minimal radius of curvature and half of the minimal distance between double critical points or points of stationary approach, i.e. pairs of distinct points q(s) and q(σ) and associated curve tangents q (s) and q (σ) satisfying q (s) · (q(s) − q(σ)) = q (σ) · (q(s) − q(σ)) = 0.
More precisely when we denote by dc the set of arguments (s, σ) ∈ I × I with s = σ that satisfy (1), then 
where ρ(s) is the classic radius of curvature. Another approach to characterisation of thickness is in terms of global radius of curvature. 12 The global radius of curvature of a continuous curve q at s ∈ I is defined by ρ g (s) := inf σ, t ∈ I s = σ = t = s ppp(s, σ, t),
where ppp(s, σ, t) denotes the radius of the circle passing through the three points q(s), q(σ), and q(t). When the curve q is simple and smooth, the function ρ g is continuous and 0 ≤ ρ g (s) ≤ ρ(s) for all s ∈ I. Moreover, the global radius of curvature function ρ g (s) at s is achieved either by the local radius of curvature ρ(s), or by a circle passing through q(s) and some distinct point q(σ) at which the circle is tangent, so that to evaluate ρ g (s) it suffices 12 to consider the minimisation (3) but now with the restriction σ = t, i.e. ρ pt (s) := inf
where the two argument function pt(s, σ) denotes the radius of the circle that passes through the two points q(s) and q(σ), and that is also tangent to the curve at q(σ). For smooth, closed curves the two functions ρ pt (s) and ρ g (s) coincide.
12,14,33
The thickness functional ∆ pt can be defined by 12, 14, 33 ∆ pt [q] := inf s∈I ρ pt (s) = inf s, σ ∈ I s = σ pt(s, σ),
and for a closed, smooth q
The characterisation of ∆[q] using the global radius of curvature function ρ pt is analytically attractive because it is explicit and because it simultaneously captures both possibilities manifested in (2) , namely that the thickness is achieved by a local radius of curvature, or that it is achieved by half of a critical self-distance. The global radius of curvature function ρ g := ρ pt also provided the first known necessary condition for ideality, namely on an ideal shape ρ g (s) is constant on curved segments.
12,30
The properties of thickness and various global radii of curvature of curves (and other manifolds) under weakened regularity assumptions continues to be an active area of research. 4, 8, 9, 13, 14, 29, 30, 33 In all these treatments a recurring issue in the analysis is to know whether or not the case of local curvature is active in either (2) or the realisation of ρ pt (s) in (4) .
Although the ideal knot problem is easy to state, the only known ideal shape is that for the unknot, where it is a circle. (As mentioned earlier, other simple cases arise for links, where various shapes assembled from straight line segments and arcs of circles have been shown to be ideal. 5 ) Accordingly, it is of interest to have numerical computations of ideal knot shapes that allow quantities such as local and global curvatures to be approximated accurately.
The purpose of this article is to outline a computational approach to finding approximate ideal knot shapes via simulated annealing applied to the biarc discretisation of a space curve, and to present our first results in the particular cases of the trefoil and figure-eight knots. The structure of the presentation is as follows. In section 2 we describe properties of the two argument pt(s, σ) function, its relation to the definition of exact and approximate contact sets, and criteria for assessing closeness to ideality. Then in section 3 we introduce the biarc discretisation and contrast its properties with those of prior approaches. The key features of the computational scheme using biarcs are outlined in section 4, while our results for, respectively, the trefoil and figure-eight knots are presented in sections 5 and 6. Finally in section 7 we discuss the strengths and weaknesses of our approach. A much more detailed treatment of much of the material described here can be found in the thesis of Smutny. 
Criteria for the assessment of closeness to ideality
In order to be able to assess the quality of different computational approximations to ideal shapes it is desirable to establish criteria with which to estimate closeness to ideality of different shapes. Because Definition 1 involves minimisation of rope length, curves of the prescribed knot class K for which the arc length λ(K) and thickness ∆[K] can be computed to a known accuracy provide rigorous upper bounds for the ideal rope length, and the value of the upper bound provides a relative ranking of approximations. However in the absence of good lower bounds, a closeness of a given shape to ideality must be assessed by other means, and ideally these means should be robust for numerics. We now describe various criteria of this type, and later apply them to the data for trefoil and figure-eight knot shapes presented in sections 5 and 6.
The first such test arises because, as already mentioned in section 1, the global radius of curvature function ρ pt is constant and equal to the thickness on curved segments of ideal configurations. Thus the variation [max ρ pt − min ρ pt ] along curved segments of an approximation gives a measure of closeness to ideality. It is our experience that this test alone is not a stringent discriminator of closeness to ideality. Our second, and much more demanding, test is based upon the contact and µ-contact sets of a configua Recently 6 it has been shown analytically that any nontrivial knot has rope length greater than 31.22. The very generality of this result means that it cannot be a tight bound for any knot other than the trefoil, and even for the trefoil this rigorous bound is probably unduly pessimistic. Thus the result does not seem to be sufficiently sharp for our specific purpose of judging quality of computations.
ration. These contact sets are in turn based on properties of the pt and ρ pt functions.
We first remark that it is the two-argument function pt(s, σ) that determines both the global radius of curvature function ρ pt via (4) and the curve thickness via (5) , so that it is of interest to understand its properties. For any closed curve q(s) ∈ C 1,1 with positive thickness, the function pt(s, σ) is doubly periodic and positive in I × I, and is either infinite or continuous away from the diagonal. It is not, in general, symmetric in its arguments on I × I, but it can be shown that its global minimisers are symmetrically located, i.e. they arise either on the diagonal at points of the form (s, s), or at pairs of double critical points (s, σ) and (σ, s) with s = σ at which (1) is satisfied. Informally, the contact set of a curve is the set of points (s, σ) (with s = σ possible) that realise the global minimum of pt, or equivalently, the thickness in (5) . For a general curve q-and in particular even for a curve that is arbitrarily close to, but not precisely ideal-the contact set is likely to be a single pair of points.
We note that pt is bounded below by half of the two-point Euclidean distance function, i.e. by pp(s, σ) := 1 2 |q(s) − q(σ)|. At double critical points, and therefore at any off-diagonal global minimiser of pt, pp(s, σ) = pt(s, σ), but the global minimum of pp is always zero, and is achieved along the diagonal for any curve. Thus the usual Euclidean distance is not wellsuited to the computation of contact sets.
Plots of the pt function on approximations to the ideal trefoil and figureeight knots are provided in sections 5 and 6. Another function that will be plotted is the multi-valued extensionρ pt (s) of the global radius of curvature function ρ pt defined in (4) . The functionρ pt (s) is defined by replacing the global infimum over σ appearing in (4) by local minimisation in σ, so that each branch ofρ pt is of the formρ pt (s) = pt(s,σ(s)) where the function σ(s) is locally defined by the property that for each s, pt(s, ·) is locally minimised at σ =σ(s). It can be shown 33 that local minima of pt(s, σ) in σ can arise either a) on the diagonal, b) at local maxima or minima of pp(s, σ) in σ, or c) for σ such that the centre of the circle realising pt(s, σ) lies on the polar axis 37 to the curve q at q(σ). Various contact sets can now be defined rigorously as follows:
Definition 2: For a closed, non-intersecting curve q ∈ C 1,1 (I, R 3 ) we denote by C(s, σ, σ) the circle through q(s) and tangent to the curve at q(σ). Then we define
(1) the contact set χ to be the set
and the set of contact points in three dimensional space to be the set
and for µ > 0 the µ-contact set χ µ to be the set
(1 + µ) and pt(s, ·) has a local minimum in σ}, and the set of µ-contact points in three dimensional space to be the set
; c is the centre of C(s, σ, σ) and (s, σ) ∈ χ µ }.
Note that both the exact contact set χ and any approximate contact set χ µ can contain contact of the type (s, s), i.e., local curvature may be active. The ideas motivating Definition 2 are the following. For a generic curve Γ the contact set χ will typically be a single pair of a point (s * , σ * ) and its reflexion (σ * , s * ), with χ µ , for µ sufficiently small, being two short curve segments (s,σ(s)) containing (s * , σ * ), and (σ,ŝ(σ)) containing (σ * , s * ). For an exactly ideal shape, constancy of ρ pt implies that the exact contact set χ should be much larger, and will contain points of the form (s,σ(s)) for each s in any curved segment, with, presumably, the contact set being made up, at least locally, of one or more curves in the (s, σ) plane generated by the local minimiser of pt(s, ·) moving with the parameter s. For an approximately ideal shape the exact contact set χ should again be a small number of isolated points, but for µ small the approximate contact set χ µ should explode to a much larger set, containing one or more branches of curves of the form (s,σ(s)) for all s in curved segments. It is also reasonable to anticipate ranges of µ for which χ µ is invariant or changes very little. These expectations are borne out by the computations described in sections 5 and 6.
The sets of contact points C and C µ provide information in three dimensional configuration space that is different from the contact sets χ and χ µ in two dimensional parameter space. For example the set of contact points C of the circle (namely the ideal shape of the trivial knot) contains one single point, namely the centre of the circle, but χ = I × I because the function pt(s, σ) is constant on any circular arc.
We remark that it is also of interest 14, 33 to repeat the development described in this section, but with local or global minimisation of pt(s, σ) over its second argument σ being replaced by minimisation over its first argument s. This leads to another global radius of curvature function ρ tp , which is closely related to, but different from ρ pt , and different approximate contact sets.
Why compute with Biarcs?
Several groups have performed numerical computations using either a sequence of points or piece-wise linear segments as the curve discretisation, divers definitions of thickness and various minimisation methods, both for closed knots and links 12, 15, 16, 20, 24, 27, 34 and open knots, 7,23 as well as in related optimal packing problems. 18, 36 These computations produce approximations of rope length which appear to be satisfactory to three or four significant digits. However the computed approximations do not provide upper bounds for the corresponding ideal rope length because no error estimate between the discrete and the underlying continuous problem is typically given, and the point or piece-wise linear discretisations do not match the known minimal C 1,1 regularity of the actual solution. Another disadvantage of point or piece-wise linear discretisations is that tangents are discontinuous, and higher-order quantities such as curvature can only be interpreted in a finite difference sense.
An apparently related issue is that it is problematic to compute accurate contact sets with a point discretisation. One of the first attempts in this direction 12 considered the three-dimensional set of contact points for the ideal trefoil based on visualisation of the diameters of all circles through three of the discretisation points that realise, to a rather small tolerance, the thickness of the set of points. That computation already indicated that contact sets are very sensitive to error in shape. Meanwhile, a series of three articles 20, 21, 22 concluded that a version (based on the Euclidean distance function pp rather than a global radius of curvature) of what we call the twodimensional parameter contact set of the ideal trefoil could not be resolved using a point discretisation. We note in particular that it seems impossible to address the issue of whether or not local curvature is active in realising thickness using a piece-wise linear discretisation and a Euclidean distance evaluation of thickness, both because of the inexact interpretation of local curvature, and the fact that in evaluating thickness using the usual distance function some (usually imprecisely characterised) number of neighbouring points or line segments must be ignored due to the fact that the pp function vanishes along the diagonal.
A notable exception to the above critique of computations based on a point or piece-wise linear discretisation is provided by the work of Rawdon. 24, 25, 26 Given an equilateral (i.e. constant edge length) piece-wise linear approximation to an ideal shape Rawdon constructs an associated C 1,1 curve by dint of inscribing arcs of circles into the corners of the piecewise linear shapes. He also obtains estimates of the thickness of such curves, and thereby does achieve rigorous upper bounds on rope length.
The computations that we present are based upon another discretisation exploiting arcs of circles, namely the biarc discretisation of a space curve. Geometrically, biarcs can be described as a special sequence of arcs of circles that are joined continuously and with continuous tangents. Computationally, biarcs can be described as a special non-uniform rational quadratic spline that achieves Hermite interpolation of a sequence of point-tangent data. Biarcs have been discussed in the Computer-Aided Design (CAD) literature, 2,19,28,31,32 but we are unaware of a comprehensive mathematical treatment prior to the thesis of Smutny, 33 which can be consulted for a full discussion of the results that are only sketched here. We remark that the precise connexions between our biarc discretisation and Rawdon's inscribed circle construction remain to be fully worked out. One difference is that our biarc computations are based throughout on a point-tangent data format:
where S 2 ⊂ R 3 denotes the unit 2-sphere. A point-tangent data pair is of the form ((q 0 , t 0 ), (q 1 , t 1 )) ∈ J × J with q 0 = q 1 .
Definition 4:
The point-tangent data pair ((q 0 , t 0 ), (q 1 , t 1 )) ∈ J × J will be called proper if
In other words the point-tangent data pair is proper if the chord (q 1 − q 0 ) and the two tangents t 0 and t 1 are compatibly oriented. Point-tangent data sampled from an underlying C 1,1 curve will be proper if the sampling is sufficiently fine. Two examples of proper biarcs are illustrated in Figure 1 .
A biarc is a pair of circular arcs, assembled with a common tangent tm at a matching point m, that interpolate a given pair of point-tangent data ((q 0 , t 0 ), (q 1 , t 1 )). The biarc lies entirely on the (generically unique) sphere S defined by the data. In the first case the data forces an inflexion point and the construction is clearer. However the second case is more typical.
It happens that there is a one-parameter family of proper biarcs interpolating a given proper point-tangent data pair, with possible matching points m lying on a certain circular arc passing through the two data points. We always compute with the mid-point proper biarcs that are uniquely defined via the choice of a specific, simple matching rule, namely the matching point is taken half-way along the circular arc of possible matching points.
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Definition 6: A proper, mid-point, biarc curve β is a space curve assembled from proper, mid-point biarcs in a C 1 fashion, where the biarcs interpolate a sequence {(q i , t i )} of proper point-tangent data.
As biarc curves are assembled from arcs of circles they are both a geometrically natural, higher-order extension of piece-wise linear Lagrange interpolation of points, and a geometrically elementary alternative to cubic splines for Hermite interpolation of point-tangent data. In particular there is a unique proper, mid-point, biarc curve that interpolates a given sequence {(q i , t i )} of proper point-tangent data, and its construction is both explicit and simple.
Biarc curves have several attractive properties. As to the standard quantities of differential geometry it is simple to compute arc length, the tangent vector field is defined everywhere and is continuous, curvature is defined almost everywhere and is piece-wise constant, and, wherever the curvature is positive, the principal normal and the torsion angle between successive cir-cular arcs are also well-defined. If the point-tangent data defining the biarc curve is assumed to be drawn from an underlying base curve of known regularity, then Taylor expansions can be used to demonstrate that the biarc curve also provides simple finite difference approximations to quantities, such as curvature and torsion, associated with the base curve itself. Finally, the tangent indicatrix of an arc of a circle is an arc of a great circle, so that the writhe and average crossing number of closed biarc curves can be computed easily and to arbitrary accuracy by use of the spherical area formulas of Fuller.
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Biarc curves are especially attractive for the more specialised purposes of computing global radius of curvature functions, thickness and contact sets. The definition (4) of ρ pt and the characterisations (2), (5), and (6) of curve thickness, remain valid for biarc curves. Moreover an iterative subdivision algorithm based on (2) can be constructed to evaluate thickness on a given, closed biarc curve to a prescribed, but arbitrarily small tolerance. Thus rope length of a biarc curve can be evaluated to an arbitrary tolerance. As biarc curves are themselves C 1,1 -curves we can therefore obtain rigorous upper bounds for rope length of ideal knot shapes via construction of biarc curves of the appropriate knot type. Finally, on biarc curves it can be shown that local minima of pt(s, σ) in σ can arise only a) close to the diagonal (more specifically on the same circular arc as s), b) at local maxima or minima of pp(s, σ) in σ, or c) for σ at a junction between two arcs. A consequence of these facts is that on a biarc curve the functions ρ pt (s) andρ pt (s) can be evaluated exactly for any given s, and the contact sets χ and χ µ introduced in Definition 2 can be computed to an arbitrary precision.
Simulated annealing with biarcs.
The approximately ideal shapes that will be presented here were obtained from simulated annealing computations using an upgraded version of an existing code that was originally based on a piece-wise linear discretisation. 16 The key ingredients in a simulated annealing approach are a) fast and accurate evaluation of rope length, and b) a set of random moves to search configuration space. The properties of biarc curves outlined in the previous section allow rope length to be evaluated straightforwardly because both arc length and thickness can be evaluated efficiently and accurately to a prescribed tolerance. (In fact in our computations the thickness was evaluated up to a relative error of 10 −12 , that is the maximal error divided by the lower bound of thickness is smaller than 10 −12 , and to compute contact sets accurately a tolerance of this order of magnitude seems appropriate.) The basic data format in the code was updated from a list of points to a list of point-tangent data. Then the allowed moves were taken to be random and independent changes in each point and each tangent, but with different, and adaptive, scales for point and tangent moves. The starting biarc configurations were obtained by fitting a biarc curve to previously computed piece-wise linear approximations of ideal shapes. The initial configurations for the trefoil and figure-eight were generated from respectively data of Laurie 16 and Pieranski. b 20,34 In the first instance our objective was to obtain smoother and more accurate approximations of ideal shapes close to known approximations. In particular we did not attempt high-temperature Monte Carlo, which could be expected to explore all of configuration space. Rather we performed low-temperature simulated annealing, which remained close (in the C 0 sense) to the initial configurations. During the computations, and as a function of observations of curvature plots, various local and manual mesh refinement were performed via the simple mechanism of splitting some biarcs into pairs of biarcs.
Once the simulated annealing computation was stopped, plots of global radius of curvature functions and contact sets were obtained from an independent post-processing on the computed biarc curves using Matlab scripts. In particular the all important length and thickness of the computed biarc approximation of ideal configurations were each evaluated twice, using two independently written codes, with complete agreement to the specified tolerance.
Results for the 3.1-knot
Our final computed trefoil shape involved 264 biarcs, rather non-uniformly spaced with additional biarcs having been added in three regions of rapid change in the radius of curvature function. We denote each of the associated 528 arcs by a i , their radii by r i , the mid-point of each arc by M i , 1 ≤ i ≤ 528, and the overall arc curve by α. The total time for the simulated annealing computation was several months on a single CPU.
The numbers
The final bounds of rope length, the length λ(α) of the arc curve, the minimal radius min i r i , and upper and lower bounds for thickness ∆[α] are λ(α) = 0.99999999997863,
Note that the minimum arc radius min i r i is only very slightly higher than the thickness ∆[α] of the biarc curve. We repeat that the only numerical errors in these data are associated with the prescribed relative tolerance in thickness evaluation, namely 10 −12 , and double precision arithmetic error, which is usually assumed to be 12 significant digits or more. In particular we have very tight bounds both from above and below on the thickness and rope length of the biarc curve α. As the configuration α is of the appropriate knot type and is therefore a true competitor, the upper bound on rope length for α is also an upper bound for rope length of the true ideal knot shape.
The shape
To display the shape of the knot, the centre of mass and principal axes v 1 , v 2 , and v 3 of inertia of the set of end points of all arcs were computed (and ordered with associated eigenvalues λ 1 = 3.1161 · 10 −3 ≤ λ 2 = 3.1347 · 10 −3 ≤ λ 3 = 5.2057 · 10 −3 ). Figure 2 (a) shows the projection of the end points of all arcs onto the v 1 -v 2 plane, whereas (b) is the projection of the tangents at the end points of all arcs onto the v 1 -v 2 plane. In Figure  2 the polar coordinates of (c) the end points and (d) end-point tangents are plotted against arc length, with the lower continuous curve being the v 3 coordinate, the upper continuous curve being the radial coordinate r = v 2 1 + v 2 2 , and the discontinuous curve being the angle φ in radians (modulo 2π and scaled by a factor to make variations visible on the same plot). As the curve α is C 1 , these plots could be sampled as finely as desired. Both the curve and the tangent curve appear to be very smooth, but the derivative of the tangent, i.e. the curvature, is large in three small regions, as can be observed in the Figures 2 (b) and (d). Figures 2 (a)-(d) suggest that the ideal shape of the trefoil is close to having a period three, rotational symmetry about the v 3 axis. Rotational symmetry would imply a double eigenvalue of the inertia matrix. Therefore one measure of asymmetry is The (unsigned) angle between the planes of adjacent arcs is plotted in Figure 4 . There are three regions with large angles that correspond to the regions with a high variation of the radii, that is to the parts of the curve "inside the knot." Note that the angle is given in radians, that is, the maximal value of around 1.2 between adjacent arcs corresponds to an angle of around 70 degrees. These extremely large values could lead to the speculation that the Frenet frame of the underlying ideal curve may be discontinuous, and that the associated ideal centreline curve may not be C 2 at nearby points. One necessary condition for a configuration to be ideal is constancy of ρ pt on curved segments. The computed shape is curved everywhere, so for this shape to be truly ideal the function ρ pt should be constant everywhere.
We can evaluate ρ pt with an error within that of double precision arithmetic at a discrete number of points, specifically on the mid-points of all the arcs, to obtain a sampling ρ pt (M i ), for which max i ρ pt (M i ) − min i ρ pt (M i ) = 1.6992 · 10 −8 , i.e., rather close to constant. Figure 5 is a visualisation of the two-dimensional function pt(s, σ) evaluated on our computed biarc trefoil using a colour map with blue for low values and red for high. More precisely the figure is a mesh of values for all pairs 1 ≤ i, j ≤ 528, where for each i (vertical) and j the plotted function is pt(i, j) := min σ∈aj pt(M i , σ). Because the mesh is quite non-uniform there is a noticeable distortion from a uniform sampling in arc length, but this serves to accentuate regions of rapid change where the biarcs were subdivided. Note that the global minima (blue) lie in two rather flat valleys, and that at three places along the diagonal there are localised double dips reaching down to close to the global minimum. The dark blue dots in Figure 5 are superposed on the colour map at indices (i, j) for which pt(M i , σ) has a local minimum in σ on the arc a j . In other words as the index i varies, the dark blue dots provide a sampling of the multi-valued, global radius of curvature functionsρ pt (s). Any such point is an element of the µ-contact set χ µ introduced in Definition 2 if pt(i, j) is smaller than ∆(1 + µ). (With this definition a dark blue dot is placed at each diagonal pair (i, i) because pt is constant on circular arcs, and therefore realises a local minimum in σ, albeit not a strict local minimum, along the diagonal of a biarc curve. ) We remark that in the three (taking account of double periodicity of the plot), approximately square, turquoise regions, there are many vertical dark blue line segments of what is seemingly numerical noise. These plateaus, at an intermediate height of pt(i, j) ≈ 2∆, correspond to the large, approximately circular, exterior arcs of the trefoil on which the pt(s, σ) function is nearly constant. Note that in each of the deep valleys there are three 'curves' of local minima in the index j at fixed index i. Figure  6 (a) correspond to all the dark blue points in Figure 5 , but with the values of σ projected out. The points in Figure 6 (b) correspond to the lowest line in (a) and also to the three 'curves' in the deep valleys of Figure 5 . The dots in Figure 6 (c) correspond to the lowest line of part (b) along with the lowest parts of the higher structure, and finally, (d) is an ever stronger magnification of the lowest line in (c).
The contact sets
It is now possible to select an appropriate µ > 0 to fix the µ-contact set χ µ , i.e., the subset of the dark blue points in Figure 5 for which the minima of pt(i, j) is smaller or equal to ∆(1 + µ). And similarly for χ 2µ . In Figure 6 Figure 7 displays the µ-contact set χ µ * now as a function of arc length, i.e., the distortion arising from the non-uniform mesh has been eliminated. The contact set appears to be two smooth lines. With our biarc discretisation we could sample this curve in the variable s as finely as desired, but this plot is only for arc lengths s i corresponding to the mid-points of each arc. As a consequence nearly horizontal segments appear to be sampled less frequently. The contact set appears to be two smooth lines. In fact, χ µ * has 1058 elements so that the average number of µ-contacts per arc is 1058 2·264 ≈ 2.00. We expect the set χ µ * to be relatively invariant for small increases in µ * . In fact, the number of elements of χ 2µ * is 1062, that is χ 2µ * \χ µ * contains only four additional contacts, and the change of elements relative to the number of arcs is 4 2·264 = 0.0076. We remark that local radii are not active in the contact set for µ * = 8.1861 · 10 −6 , but are remarkably close to being active. For example local curvature does form part of the contact set χ 5µ * . Thus it is quite possible that on the true ideal shape local curvature does achieve thickness at six distinct points.
The next goal is to understand the three dimensional set of µ-contact points. Figure 8 provides two visualisations in three dimensional space of our biarc knot. In part (a) the actual knot is drawn with a green sphere at each mid-point M i of the arcs a i , along with a red sphere at each µ-contact point in C µ * , and blue lines for each associated contact chord. A contact chord associated with an element (s, σ) of the contact set χ µ is the straight line segment with end points α(s) and α(σ). The mid-points of all contact chords are exactly the set of µ-contact points C µ in three dimensional space because the contact chords are exactly perpendicular to the curve tangents at one end point, cf. Definition 2. At this resolution and ball radius, the union of the red, µ-contact-point spheres form a tube. And the centreline of this tube is another (non-intersecting, but far from ideal) trefoil knot. The visualisation in part (a) suggests that the contact chords form a surface. This conjecture is further supported by the visualisation in part (b), which is a shading of a triangulation of all the contact chords. The resulting surface is an oriented, closed, single-sheeted surface with an interior. The actual trefoil knot is the sharp edge of the surface, which is emphasised by shading the surface in a periodic fashion such that the two portions of the surface meeting along an edge are contrasted. With the biarc discretisation these figures could be recomputed with an arbitrarily fine sampling. We emphasise that while in the data used to generate Figure  8 one end of each contact chord is by construction at an arc midpoint M i , the other end point has to be calculated as some general point along the arc curve α. The computation of the contact set is sufficiently delicate that restricting to the finite dimensional problem of chords with both end points at an arc midpoint does not yield a smooth surface. In part a) the green spheres are centred at the mid-points M i of the arcs a i , the red balls are the set of contact points C µ * with µ * = 8.1861 · 10 −6 , and the blue line segments are the associated contact chords. At this resolution the red spheres overlap to form a tube, whose centreline is another trefoil. The contact chords appear to form a surface, which is confirmed in the visualisation of part (b), which is a shaded triangulation of the blue contact chords.
Results for the 4.1-knot
The shape we obtained after severals weeks of simulated annealing involved a 416 biarc, or 832 arc, configuration. As before we denote the 832 arcs by a i , their radii by r i , the mid points of the arcs a i by M i , 1 ≤ i ≤ 832, and the arc curve by α. In this case the arcs were close to uniform in length. The results and figures to be presented in sections 6.1-6.3 are, up to different scales, the precise analogues of those described in sections 5.1-5.3 for the trefoil knot. We therefore do not repeat the detailed explanations, but instead concentrate on describing the conclusions to be drawn. In general it will become clear that the presented computations for the 4.1-knot are noticeably less converged than those for the 3.1-knot.
The numbers
The bounds we obtain are 
The shape
To display the shape of the knot, the centre of mass and principal axes v 1 , v 2 , and v 3 of inertia of the set of end points of all arcs were computed (ordered with corresponding eigenvalues λ 1 = 2.3526 · 10 Figure- eight knot: Plots of (a) torsion angle, i.e. the (unsigned) angle between the planes of successive arcs in radians, and (b) magnification of (a). The spikes in torsion angle occur at the same arc lengths as the spikes in radii shown in Figure 10 .
The (unsigned) angle between the planes of adjacent arcs is plotted in Figure 11 . There are four regions with large angles that correspond to the regions with a high variation of the radii. In fact in the region where the radii are small, i.e. close to ∆, the torsion angles have a local maximum, and in the region where the radii are very large the torsion angles have another higher maximum. Note that the angle is given in radians, that is, the maximal value of about 3 corresponds to an angle of almost 180 degrees. In other words, at this maximum the arcs are almost straight, but the planes flip by approximately 180 degrees. It seems plausible that the underlying ideal shape could have a discontinuous Frenet frame at these points. Just as for the trefoil we can evaluate ρ pt with an error within that of double precision arithmetic at a discrete number of points. For sampling on the mid-points of all the arcs of our 4.1-knot, we obtain max i ρ pt (M i ) − min i ρ pt (M i ) = 3.5178 · 10 −5 , i.e., rather close to constant, but a larger variation by three orders of magnitude than on our 3.1-knot configuration. On the other hand, restricting the computation to the parts of the knot where the radii are not high, the variation that is obtained is of the order 10 −7 − 10 −6 . This result could be interpreted in two ways: Either the biarcs approach straight line segments, where the global radius of curvature is not expected to be constant, or the computation is not sufficiently converged. Probably both effects are making a contribution. Figure 12 is a visualisation of the two-dimensional function pt(s, σ) analogous to Figure 5 but now evaluated on our computed biarc figure-eight knot. Now the global minima (blue) form four disconnected valleys, the dips along the diagonal are much less pronounced, but the four intermediateheight plateau regions associated with the exterior loops are better defined. In each of the four minimising valleys the dark blue dots (which, as before, indicate local minima in the index j of the discretely sampled function pt(i, j)) form topologically nontrivial curves with corners. Figure 13 (a)-(c) plots the multi-valued, global radius of curvature functionρ pt (s) along arc length in various magnifications. The points in Figure  13 (a) correspond to all the dark blue points in Figure 12 , but with the values of σ projected out. The points in Figure 13 (b) all lie on the lowest visible line in (a), while Figure 13 (c) corresponds to the lowest line of part (b) along with the lowest parts of the higher structure.
The contact sets
We now have to select an appropriate value of µ for the approximate contact sets. In contrast to the plots for the trefoil, cf. Figure 14 displays the corresponding µ-contact set χ µ * . It seems that the set χ µ * has four distinct connected components, but the computation is sufficiently far from convergence that this conclusion can only be tentative. The apparent undersampling of nearly horizontal segments of the contact set is even more pronounced here than in the case of the trefoil, but as the exact contact set is known to be symmetric about the trailing diagonal this effect is not a serious difficulty. Here χ µ * has 1213 elements, so that the average number of µ-contacts per arc is 1213 2·416 ≈ 1.46, which is much less than for the trefoil knot. We expect χ µ * to be relatively invariant for small increases in µ, and in fact, the number of elements of the µ-contact set χ 2µ * is 1238, that is χ 2µ * \χ µ * contains only 25 additional contacts. The change of elements relative to the number of arcs is 25 2·416 = 0.03. We remark that in contrast to the trefoil, the radii of two arcs are active in χ µ * , so that at this tolerance local radius of curvature is already active for the figure-eight knot.
The next goal is to understand the three dimensional structure of our figure-eight knot. Figures 15 (a)-(b) show two projections of the knot, with the same visualisation conventions for the knot, contact points, and contact chords as in Figure 8(a) . For the figure-eight knot the set of µ-contact points C µ * is radically different from the one for the trefoil. Most of the (mid)points have either one or two associated contact points, but there is also a small number of points having no contact. The arcs of such points have very large radii. The visualisations in Figure 15 are an essentially exact representation of both the approximate computation of the knot shape, and the associated contact points with the prescribed tolerance µ * . Of course it is interesting Carlen, Laurie, Maddocks, Smutny to extrapolate from this precise visualisation of approximate data, to obtain imprecise conjectures as to the contact set for the truly ideal knot. Given the state of convergence of the computations for the figure-eight, such an extrapolation can only be rather tentative. For example the red spheres centred at the contact points now do not all overlap nearest neighbours to form locally a contact line-rather it seems that there are 'missing' segments in some regions. Nevertheless the image suggests that for the ideal figureeight knot the set of contact points C should be composed of two disjoint components, which are similar to each other, and topologically non-trivial, having a closed loop with two tails, with, moreover, corners.
Discussion
We believe the shapes of the 3.1 and 4.1 knots described in sections 5 and 6 to be the best known approximations to the corresponding ideal knot configurations. Our methods for the evaluation of thickness and the ρ pt function on a given biarc curve are rigorous and accurate to a prescribed tolerance. In this way we achieved the upper bounds on rope length for the trefoil (with 528 arcs) of 32.74446, and for the figure-eight knot (with 832 arcs) of 42.11588. The only bounds close to these, known to us, were achieved by Rawdon, 26 using the method of inscribing arcs of circles onto a piecewise linear shape, of 32.90 and 32.77 for the trefoil with respectively 160 and 1332 linear segments, and 42.38 for the figure-eight knot with 208 linear segments. (In this regard we reiterate that purely piece-wise linear, or point computations do not provide rigorous upper bounds for rope length because of the presence of discretisation error and corners at which the thickness vanishes.) Thus the values we find for thickness are the best published, but involve only improvement in the third or fourth digit. In point of fact we believe that it is of more interest to understand the properties of the curve realising the optimal rope thickness rather than the value of thickness itself, and it seems that rather significant changes in, for example, local curvature of the configuration can be necessary to obtain extremely small improvements in rope length. The adoption of the biarc discretisation in our computations allows a close and detailed inspection of the approximately ideal shapes, including rather accurate tangent and curvature information. In particular the exploitation of biarcs has allowed c And of course best computations are a shifting target in time. For example in another Chapter of this volume 1 Rawdon's method of inscribed circles is used to obtain the upper bound of 32.74338 for a piece-wise linear trefoil with 2544 edges.
us to start to address the issue of whether or not local curvature is active on ideal knot shapes, and, when combined with the introduction of the rigorous Definition 2 of approximate contact sets, to start to discuss the detailed geometry of which points in an ideal shape realise thickness. Such accurate computations also permit the examination of known necessary conditions for optimality, such as constancy of ρ pt , and offer insights which may lead to the discovery of further necessary, and perhaps sufficient, analytic conditions for optimality.
A striking and previously unobserved feature in our simulations of both the 3.1 and 4.1 knots is the rapid and large scale variations in local curvature in, respectively, three and four narrow regions corresponding to the curve passing through the 'centre' of the knot. This phenomenon was first observed in a 192-biarc, 3.1 computation, whereupon the number of biarcs was doubled in the three regions of interest to obtain the 264-biarc shapes described here. Upon continued simulated annealing the features persisted, and indeed sharpened. For this reason, and the fact that the features have the appropriate, approximately period three, respectively four, behaviour we believe them to be real, and not numerical artifacts. In both the 3.1 and 4.1 knots the same features are associated with both a) extremely large torsion angles, suggesting a singularity in the second derivative, and b) small radii of curvature that approach the lower bound provided by the thickness. It has been generally assumed that for simple knots like the trefoil, local radius of curvature was never close to achieving thickness. We now suspect that this belief has been based upon limitations of previously adopted numerical schemes, either due to the general exclusion of nearest neighbour effects as done by many authors using point or piecewise linear discretisations, or due to the curve shortening algorithm that was used.
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One additional piece of evidence concerning the achievement of thickness locally is provided by a third simulation involving a 568-biarc discretisation of the composite +3.1#-3.1-knot. This simulation, with rope length 58.27448, is much less converged than either the 3.1 or 4.1 computations described above, as can be seen both from the large variations in the local curvature plot shown in Figure 16 , and the fact that the variation max ρ pt − min ρ pt ≈ 2 · 10 −4 in the global radius of curvature function on curved segments is much higher than the respective values for the 4.1 and 3.1 simulations. Although the local radius of curvature function ρ is not yet at all smooth, the global radius of curvature function ρ pt is in comparison already quite close to constant on curved segments. We include the preliminary results from this simulation because of two features. upward spikes in ρ pt on segments of the curve that are close to straight, which confirms for our biarc simulations a phenomenon first observed in point discretisation simulations. 12 Second, as indicated in Figure 16 (b), there are multiple adjacent arcs on which ρ pt is achieved by local curvature, and which achieve thickness to within a relative error of 10 −7 . This strongly suggests that local curvature is active in realising thickness for the ideal shape of the +3.1#-3.1-knot.
Computation with biarcs has yielded an improved understanding of the rather complicated, approximate contact sets, which give a measure of closeness to ideality. The resolution of our simulations seems sufficient to conclude that, as shown in Figure 8 , the contact chords of the 3.1 knot span a surface, and that the contact points themselves form a trefoil knot. In contrast, as shown in Figure 15 the contact chords associated with χ µ * of the figure-eight knot appear to be split into two disjoint components, with the contact points C µ * in each component forming a loop with two tails.
In summary we claim that biarc curves are a rather efficient choice of space discretisation for computations involving self avoiding curves, particularly so for optimal packing problems such as the simulation of ideal knot shapes. Nevertheless the computations presented here perhaps raise as many questions as they answer. For example, simulated annealing could be carried out for both 3.1 and 4.1 knots, but with period three, respectively two, rotational symmetry forced a priori. The results of such computations should clarify whether or not the current simulations, which predict shapes that are close to, but not exactly symmetric, are picking up real, but small deviations from symmetry, or whether the simulations are merely reflecting a very slow elimination of asymmetry, perhaps due to the entirely local nature of the moves used in the simulated annealing.
Our stochastic approach of simulated annealing, which requires no derivative information, is largely dictated by the fact that little is currently known analytically to be able to formulate and justify a constrained gradient flow on biarcs that would be guaranteed to converge, essentially because it is far from simple to be able to write down the appropriate constrained derivatives. It seems likely that an appropriate numerical gradient flow would lead to more efficient computation, at least close to the ideal shape. Similarly, while our algorithm for computing thickness is robust and accurate to an arbitrary precision, it is likely that still more efficient, and faster algorithms could be constructed. For example one might compute thickness by deriving estimates of the error between the minimum of ρ pt (s i ) at a discrete set of points s i and the continuous minimum over arc length, combined with a bisection iteration.
Even within the specific approach of simulated annealing we do not believe the current code implementation to be particularly efficient. Rather our primary objective was to construct a robust code to test the efficacy of the biarc space discretisation. With that established, many improvements could be made. For example, we do not understand the optimal values for parameters such as temperature and cooling rate that need to be set during the simulation. In another direction we observe that in this first implementation only the simplest possible moves were used, namely random, small, independent, changes to an individual node point or tangent. It seems likely that significant gains in efficiency could be obtained by the introduction of a set of more sophisticated moves. For example, because we now know how to compute the contact set accurately, one could bias the moves of non-active points to be arc length shortening. It also seems likely that the addition of some nonlocal, cooperative moves could speed convergence. One potentially interesting choice for global moves seems to be inversion in a sphere, which maps a biarc curve to another biarc curve. Moreover arbitrary pairs of inversions leave the knot type unaltered, and pairs can be constructed either to give very large deformations, or to be close to the identity. In addition to a more suitable choice of moves, a more suitable choice for the biarc matching rule, in replacement of the simple mid-point rule adopted here, or indeed using the matching parameters as additional free variables in the simulated annealing, might also improve efficiency of computation.
